restructure the pedagogical experiences of large numbers of American artists in the early decades of the twentieth century" (including Edward Hopper, John Sloan, Isabel Bishop, Florine Stettheimer, Stuart Davis, and Joseph Stella, who all "commenced their artistic careers under Henri's tutelage"), as he framed "the goals of the twentieth-century American artist through the lens of Whitman's verse," shifting "the artistic discourse decisively away from the emphasis on correct drawing, controlled surface effects, and historical subject matter valued by the Academy and summarizes Yi's knowledge of Whitman and his work from his high school years on through his writing of his 1942 short story, "Pulib" ["Leaves of Grass"], in which the main characters read Whitman's poetry and re-enact the redemptive message of "To a Common Prostitute"; concludes that "Yi echoes Whitman's transcendental appeal to a common humanity."] Connery, Thomas B. Journalism and Realism: Rendering American Life. Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2011. [Chapter 3, "Stirrings and Roots: Urban Sketches and America's Flaneur" (39-70), examines Whitman's journalism as an early example of how newspapers were instrumental in the development of "depicting and covering the real and actual," and concludes that "Whitman's journalism, whether a new 'mode' of reporting or not, is somewhat of a precursor, a hint of what might be once the push to write about the real and actual bloomed more fully," since he produced "an early, rough, and unfinished version of early literary journalism"; compares Whitman's "urban sketches" to those of his contemporary, George G. [Comments on how "the central rhetorical vehicle of Whitman's art" ("the self so large, so exemplary, so all-encompassing that it empties itself of all specific content and becomes tautology") faces "a dramatic turning point" during the Civil War, when his "grandiosity and over-inflation" encounter "a terrific dose of reality," and his poems are "suddenly shocked into sobriety, plain denotation, and, utterly new to Whitman, understatement"; goes on to point out how deceptive the assumption is that Whitman's "life and work" were "intertwined," since the poet of "visionary democracy and emancipation" could also make casually racist comments; rather, he "construed his voice as a public voice, a voice that was capacious enough to 'contain multitudes'" as he "contrived to speak with unprecedented intimacy in unprecedentedly public terms," "daring his reader into reciprocity."] [Describes the author's own experience of "reading, and re-reading, poets" over a long period of time, tracing the changes in perception gained by reading Whitman at different points in a lifetime, noting that "Whitman was in his mid-thirties" when he published Leaves of Grass, in which he "provided a heroic model for the male mid-life crisis," offering in his poetry "a map of this crisis: identity problems, megalomania, paroxysms of sex, some Eastern philosophy, a preoccupation with death, the whole nine yards"-"I understand him better and better as I get older"; readings of Whitman's poems, especially , examines how Lincoln and Whitman were "in different ways both poets of internal improvements," as "Whitman's poetry celebrated the nation through circulation of all kinds," and "Lincoln and Whitman served as boosters for the Union as they sought to strengthen citizens' affective bonds to the nation by giving it poetic force," specifically through their promotion of "physical infrastructure" in Washington, DC; goes on to investigate the way "their visions and the capital interact" during a time when "it would seem that Washington would only undercut Whitman and Lincoln's positive, hopeful view of the Union," and focuses on how "Whitman's accounts of the Civil War hospitals . . . bring fantastic national domestic infrastructures to life," as he "circulates through the corridors lined with men from all parts of the Union," creating "an ideal network of relations forever moving between the national and the local, one that is no longer hemmed in by actual geographical constraints."] Marshall, Alan. American Experimental Poetry and Democratic Thought. New York: Oxford University Press, 2009. [Chapter 1, "The Flag of His Disposition: Whitman's Posture" (14-54), sets out to "be more precise about what we mean by Whitman's vision, by bringing into the discussion his angle of vision, which is to say his posture, how he sees himself standing as and when he sees . . . and fleshing out all that identifies or means," since "no critic has yet seen Whitman as Whitman sees," and, "when we do get a properly complex picture of how Whitman's poetry sees, it works something like a miracle of recognition, which is in turn the only possible basis for the appreciation . . . of the diverse, democratic, differentiated other"; turns, in the course of this investigation, to Tocqueville (his "critique of the seeming epistemological narcissism of American democracy"), Freud (reading "at least one aspect of Whitman's apparent homosexuality through Freud's . . . theory of sexual inversion"), and Donald Winnicott (who "develops Freud's rather mechanical understanding of the mother-child relationship"), all leading to the reading of several of Whitman's poems that demonstrate that "seeing is premised on touching, and above that on holding st Century, he has become largely irrelevant" as the "celebratory note" has become "increasingly fainter," and "the decisive turn against Whitman came, perhaps most fully, with the advent of Language Poetry in the mid-1980s," as "the obliquity of Emily Dickinson now replaced the seeming overstatement of Whitman," though "there are signs that this situation is once again changing," and "the emerging Whitman . . . will not be the poet who 'celebrates' himself, but the elegiac Whitman"-"a Whitman from whom the new sound poetry and procedural lyric have much to learn"; translated into French by Jacques and examining ways they "trace the trajectory of changing thresholds of American wonder"; gathers information about how discussions and displays of redwoods in the nineteenth century featured "both the redwood's aweinspiring attributes and the technological feats required for its so-called 'harvesting,'" thus tying Whitman's poem to a larger nineteenth-century cultural discourse, . . . which tied the discovery of the redwoods to industrial progress from the moment the giant trees first entered the national imaginary"; Major's poetic response offers an "implicit critique of the celebratory expansionism of Whitman's day that contributed to the loss of great redwood forests," while also "questioning his own poetic project at the approach of the millennium"; Major's poem "develops an ironizing effect by contrasting the millennial future anticipated in Whitman's poem with today's everyday tourist culture," contrasting "Whitman's geography of manifest destiny and bardic aspirations with a site of commercial semiosis and the banalization of memory 
